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bang when everything was together in one ball and exploded, are

so easily -recognized s they rebound through space, he says, that

it is quite obvious tklzit there rust have been such a thing. He

says this theory which was advanced in 1948, practically all

astronomers have now given up because they have no way to account

for the creation f new material. to replace the galaxies which are

moving further and-further away from us. So that today the steady

state theory which widely accepted 20 years ago, according to

Seaqan is practically given up and they all recognize that there

is a bit; bang at that time, at some time way in the past from which

everything in our present situation started.

Well then what ii1ih do? There are those now who say, Every

thing i now going out. It is like a ball. If you throw it in

the air it will come hacks Therefore they say this will be condensed

and come together again in one big fiery explosion and all the

matter in the universe will be compressed Into small space and

again thr will be a big explosion and that's what has beengoing

on back and back as far as you can go. That is the attempt to get

away from the idea of creation.

But Prof. Seagan says in his book, Attempts are being made to

find evidence that the amount of material in the air, the mass of

material is sufficient to produce that reversal and cause tec

evrythincj to stop from going out and to come together again. He

says all he results up to the present are negative. Therefore, he

says, it appears to most astronomers today mostlikoly that the

present process of going out and out and out will simply continue

until everything nets beyond the range of everything else and every

thing dies in coldness and darkness! He does not say what that does

to this theory of this paremax process of coming tggether & goingout.
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